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DESCRIBING SERVICE-LEARNING: A DELPID STUDY 
Service-learning is spreading. Congress passed the National and Community Service Act (1990) 
and states have been implementing service-learning programs in record numbers. With the rapid 
expansion, people have been asking "Am I doing it right?" or "What is service-learning, anyway?" 
These are good questions ... ones many have asked for some time. 
Several researchers and practitioners have attempted to define or describe this thing called 
service-learning. Conrad and Hedin (1987) presented service-learning in schools as a continuum, 
from models which were extra-curricular in nature to those which were fully integrated into the 
curriculum. Giles and Freed (1990) examined college-based programs, focusing on various 
dimensions of service-learning. Donald Eberly (1992) developed a typology of programs by 
focusing on purpose and methods. 
While others have tried to capture the essence of this idea, no one seems to agree on one 
definition or description. A 1990 conference on service-learning held at Wingspread House 
produced a definition which described service-learning as both a philosophy and a program 
(Giles, Honnet, and Migliore, 1991). The National and Community Service Act (1990) contained 
a four part definition which described characteristics and processes of service-learning, including 
reflective components which tie service experiences to a curriculum. 
Overview 
The problem is, no one knows exactly how to portray service-learning. To address this issue, a 
national study was conducted, using a Delphi process, to develop an understanding of the nature 
of this phenomenon. A group of national experts, both practitioners and researchers, were asked 
to explain what service-learning is through descriptions of existing models and to define the 
characteristics and traits which separate one program from another. Using the Delphi process of 
consensus building (Helmers, 1983; Linstone & Turoff, 1975; Moore, 1987), three rounds of 
questions and responses were circulated among twenty-five respondents to determine 
characteristics and traits of service-learning as they currently exist in practice. During the first 
round (displayed in the appendix) the panel was asked to present examples of service-learning 
and to describe the characteristics -which separated one-prograrnfromanother. Rounds II and 
III were spent combining forms and examples and adding a list of "continua" which described 
service-learning attributes which did not fit in other categories. The final result, developed after 
Round III, reflects the combined thinking of the panel, as interpreted by the review committee 
who collected and interpreted each round. The following discussion is an explanation of both 
the process and the results. 
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The Delphi study was developed and reviewed by a team of three individuals. One has a 
doctorate in education and has operated service-learning programs at both the K-12 and post­
secondary levels. In addition, he has done research on both secondary and post-secondary 
service and experiential learning programs. The second individual has experience operating a 
volunteer clearinghouse and has done research on policy issues related to service-learning. She is 
currently studying the field of public service and pursuing a degree in public policy. The third 
person, a doctoral student in international vocational education, has extensive experience in 
grass-roots level community service in both the U.S. and abroad. 
DELPIDPANEL 
The Delphi panel was selected through informal surveys of service-learning organizations and 
academic institutions. People recommended for the panel had to have either operated a service­
learning program, done research on some aspect of service-learning, or been affiliated with an 
agency/organization which promoted or developed K-12 service-learning programs. The 
recommended list was then reviewed by several service-learning experts and a final group was 
selected. The initial group consisted of forty-two individuals. Each was mailed tht Round I 
materials. Several people failed to respond to any of the rounds and were thus considered to 
have not participated; several others simply asked not to be included in the study because of time 
constraints. A total of twenty-five individuals actually responded to at least one of the rounds, 
with the final round receiving the greatest response, a 67% return. Rounds I and II had fewer 
participants, with rates of 30% and 50% respectively. 
RESULTS OF DELPID 
After each round, the review team evaluated responses and made recommendations to combine, 
modify, or otherwise rearrange the data to eliminate overlap and to make the documents clearer 
or more precise. Most of the time they would respond directly to the recommendations of the 
panel; occasionally they would exercise independent judgement to clarify a point or issue. They 
would always work toward consensus, necessitating two people agreeing to make a change or 
modification. 
ROUND I 
In Round I, begun in October 1992, the Delphi panel was asked to give examples of service­
learning and to describe the traits/characteristics which separated one model from another. The 
questions were purposefully left open so respondents would construct their own interpretation of 
service-learning without any preconceived ideas suggested by the researchers. They were asked 
to focus on service-learning as it occurred for youth, ages five to eighteen. Some people had 
difficulty with the lack of specificity, but those who responded identified a series of examples and 
explanations describing what service-learning meant to them. Round I produced the first list of 
categories and introduced the notion of "continua" which were somehow related to service­
learning. There appeared to be consensus on the two categories of service-learning -- school­
based and community-based. This one idea held constant throughout the three rounds; no new 
all-embracing categories were introduced. All service-learning forms occurred in these two 
areas. However, within each domain there were disagreements as to the forms which occurred 
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1. Community service class 
Issues raised about this form included whether or not 
there was reading required for the course and whether 
there was a focus on the theme of service itself or 
simply a use of service for other purposes. Comments 
over the range of Rounds II and III also expressed 
concern over the attachment of a reflective 
component to the class, whether it was during class 
time or through some informal mechanism. 
2. Academic class 
(either required or elective, where credit is 
earned in a discipline, such as English, Math, or 
History and service experience is integrated 
into the basic curriculum of the course) 
This form was accepted by all but one of the 
respondents, with 1/3 making comments about the 
requirements for the form. Several of these were 
added to the form description, including affirmation 
of the term "integrated service" and the addition of 
"required and elective." No one commented on the 
examples, other than one recommendation to include 
more at the elementary level. 
A Elective where students earn credit in a class 
called Community Service, which is distinguished 
from other academic courses. 
B. A middle school class where students tutor 
elementary children in reading at a near-by school 
as part of their "Enrichment" period, a course 
offered at the end of the school day. 
A Elective Biology class with an optional 
assignment in stream monitoring. 
B. Required Governme ;-_ ~ course with a service 
component involving community projects. 
C. Elective Health course where students do a 
community service project with a local hospital as 
part of the course requirements. 
D. English Literature course where students read 
a novel with a protagonist who is homeless; 
students do work at homeless shelter, plan food 
collection and meal preparation; write opinions for 
local paper. 
F. Elementary school math class where students 
help senior citizens to save money by computing 




and the specific examples which defined the forms. Forms were described by the study as 
specific types of service-learning defined by a particular configuration. 
ROUND II 
Differences of opinion between panelists were reflected in Round II. Respondents combined 
various forms and provided new and more explanatory examples. They also raised issues about 
the "continua" -- what was its purpose and how did it supplement the forms and examples? 
Additionally, panelists raised points which were to become major concerns for the rest of the 
study -- are formal reflective components required for a program to be considered service­
learning, and was the service to be directly delivered or could it be done after the learning? 
There were also comments about not enough elementary school examples. In addition, some of 
the examples did not accurately represent the forms described; e.g. the Atlanta Public Schools 
requirement was categorized as a "Service Learning Class," rather than more accurately as a 
graduation requirement. 
The review committee incorporated the suggestions and recommendations into a new set of 
forms and examples, as well as a revised set of continua, and returned it to the Panel for Round 
III responses. Efforts were made to combine items where there seemed to be overlap and to 
eliminate other areas were respondents felt there was no need or where there were inappropriate 
examples, such as those that pertained to post-secondary programs. 
ROUND III 
Round III was received and evaluated during January and February 1993 (several responses 
came in late). Since this was the culmination of thinking by the panel on service-learning issues, 
this was the round that was analyzed most extensively to determine which categories to include 
and which to recombine or reject. The detailed discussion of Round III responses in many ways 
mirrors the kind of analysis done in Round I and II. 
SCHOOL-BASED SERVICE-LEARNING 
Presented here is the school-based service-learning typology. A short discussion is included 
about each form highlighting the salient comments submitted by the panel. This format was 
selected because it was the easiest way to present the discussion along with the actual listings. 
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3. Interdisciplinary projects/courses 
(single teacher or team teaching with service 
theme) 
This form had three comments about combining this 
with either "academic", combining it with "vocational 
education", and replacing the word "courses" with 
"projects." Obviously most felt it was a suitable form 
itself so there was no need to combine it with other 
categories. It was clear that the notion of "projects" 
was an appropriate one, so the term was added to the 
form description. As for the examples, one person 
added an elementary school description, and several 
asked "Was there a product, and if so, who got it?" 
Thus the question of who receives the service was 
raised on this item, as was the notion of the product 
itself, asking who got it and for what purpose? 
4. Practica 
(Includes apprenticeships, internships, and 
other forms of field study which accompany or 
follow a course) 
No one objected to either the form or the examples. 
There were only a few comments about the role and 
place of the practicum, whether it was to occur 
parallel with the service related course or as a free­
standing course at some later date. Thus the phrase 
"or accompanies" was added to the example. Based 
on comments which occurred in later forms, 
specifically those which dealt with apprenticeships and 
cooperative placements after Round II, the terms 
"apprenticeships, internships, and other forms of field 
study," were added. 
A Science class which includes testing water 
quality in a local river and using the data in 
computing statistical trends for a Math class. 
B. Social studies/English/Video project where 
students conduct study of how elderly are treated 
and read novels about the elderly. Students write 
stories about elderly for young children and assist 
in an Alzheimer's clinic. Process is documented 
by students through video demonstration. 
C. Elementary children conducting research by 
reading, writing, using art and math to chart 
collection of recycled goods to raise funds to 
purchase trees for local park. 
A Community service experience which 
accompanies or follows a formal course (Social 
Studies course on Civics, followed the next 
semester by a course which requires students to do 
a service project in the community). 
B. Internship with a social worker where students 
assists with running support groups for troubled 
teens. 
C. Course on Child Development which has an 
accompanying course where students actually work 




S. Vocational education course A. Class which has a goal of occupational skill 
(Includes apprenticeships, internships, development, and includes a service dimension 
cooperative education, work experience, such as house building, child care, or food service. 
usually involving some vocational 
application) B. Home Economics course where students 
prepare meals for older c :izens and study the 
There were some comments that "apprenticeship nutritional needs of seniors. 
should go here." To accommodate these responses, 
"apprenticeships, internships, cooperative education, C. Construction course tied to Habitat for 
work experience, usually involving vocational Humanity where students learn specific trade skills 
application" were added for clarity. While there were and techniques while building hom es for low 
few comments about the examples, it was felt income citizens. 
additional models needed to be added to capture this 
revised model. Each example represented a different D. Either paid, stipended, or unpaid work 4 
program which existed somewhere in the country. experience in a service occupation where 
I supportive class is included in program structure. 
I 
6. Programs for special popUlations or special A. A specific program which focuses on at-risk 
locations youth. k arning handicapped, low income youth 
and inci, ,.,eS a service component. 
This fonn had only one person recommend deletion, 
so the description stayed intact. Additional examples B. Program focusing on a specific geographical 
were added for clarity, a general request made by locatic", such as a tutoring project which target, a 
several of the respondents covering all the forms. partie. . - inner city community or a particular 
elemeDlary school. 
C. Special program for low income youth 
sponsored by Job Training Partnership Act funds 
where students serve non-profit organizations and 
learn pre-employment sKills and basic skills. 
D. Program for Learning Handicapped students 
which places them at a senior citizen home to 
learn interpersonal skills and to study history 
through personal stories. 
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A Special event, such as a food drive or 
(Service-learning programs existing outside 
7. Co-curricular activities 
community tutoring project, which is planned and 
the school classroom). organized outside of classroom time. 
B. Program, such as the Youth Community 
of the fifteen people making some comment. Almost 
Responses to this form were quite varied, with twelve 
Service Project (YCS) in Los Angeles, where 
half wanted the item deleted, while the others felt it teachers sponsor work through student clubs to 
was a form of service-learning. Most who plan and execute community service projects. 
recommended deletion did not give reasons, while a 
few who supported it cited examples of programs, C. Distributive Education Clubs of America 
such as the YMCAs and "after school and Saturday (DECA) which plan, outside of school time, fund 
service clubs" where young people had opportunities raising projects for low income citizens or people 
to provide service and to have reflective activities, with special needs. 
whether formally or informally. This proved to be 
perhaps the most controversial form, and presented 
one of the more complicated issues on service­
learning: what is the role of informal or unstructured 
reflection in the learning process? 
8. Clearinghouse A. Programs providing information on service 
(which engage students in researching and opportunities available in the community which 
locating service-learning opportunities) are staffed by youth and primarily operated by 
youth. 
This item received a large reaction, with ten of the 
fifteen panelists making some sort of statement. Five B. Program in Hudson, Ohio, where students 
voted to delete the box, ten voted to keep it, with four collect requests for service from community people 
citing examples of programs where students took and agencies and assign volunteers. 
responsibility for the clearinghouses, thus making 
them service-learning programs. They made an effort 
to show how both service and learning were included. 
Their comments were reflected in the two examples 
cited for this form. 
9. District-wide initiative A. An entire K-12 school district includes service­
(an initiative which leads to service-learning learning at all grade levels, as in Minnetonka, MN 
program, but is not directly a service­ or Springfield, MA. 
learning model) 
B. A school district focuses on a specific age or 
There were eight written comments about this form. grade level, such as middle schools or high 
Five voted to remove the item, while others stated 
-schools. 
that it should be kept because the implementation of 
the initiative was the service-learning program. They 
felt the initiative was inseparable from the 




10. State-wide initiative 
(initiative leads to service-learning program, 
but is not directly a service-learning model) 
There were several comments about whether an 
initiative was or was not a program. Again, the five 
who wanted the district-wide initiative removed also 
felt this form should be eliminated for the same 
reasons: an initiative is not a form of service-learning. 
The others either agreed to keep the item without 
comment or stated that again, initiatives result in 
programs and therefore should be included. These 
two items, "district-wide" and "state-wide initiatives," 
were perhaps two of the more hotly contested in the 
study and might not have survived had the Delphi 
gone an additional round or two. 
11. Service hour graduation requirement 
This last area emerged as a result of comments about 
its inappropriateness as a service-learning class. As a 
result, the review committee included this additional 
new form, responding to the statements of panelists 
who suggested in did not belong in the other 
categories. 
A Effort to include service-learning activities in all 
districts in a state, such as in Vermont 
(SerVermont) or in Pennsylvania (PennServe). 
A. Program administered by school personnel 
which requires a specific number of hours of 
service for graduation, such as the Atlanta Public 
Schools (75 hours) or state of Maryland (100 
hours). There is usually a product required as 
part of the reflective component, such as a written 
paper. 
ALTERED FORMS 
Several forms in the school-based category were altered after Round III. Each will be discussed 
separately, indicating reasons why it was changed. 
"Apprenticeship/shadowing" was integrated into other forms for Round III because many 
respondents questioned its potential as a service form. They especially reacted to the 
"shadowing" component, with many believing it to have less service potential because of the 
passive nature of observing. Some felt, however, that a few forms of appr~'nticeship and 
shadowing were service-learning and should be retained. Therefore, the (Jecision was made to 
include "apprenticeship/shadowing" in the two related forms of "vocational education and 
practica." 
"Conservation Corps" was deleted as a school-based model. Some people questioned the 
learning dimension of the corps ("Where is the reflection"?), while others suggested that because 
the corps were sponsored by state or municipal agencies, they were in actuality community-based 
organizations. The Conservation Corps were thus moved to the community-based domain. 
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"Cooperative education placements" was shifted to the "vocational education course" form. 
Panelists believed the work orientation associated with cooperative education was part of the 
vocational activities of youth and therefore belonged in that category. Some questioned whether 
or not cooperative education was service-based. Several members agreed that it was in many 
instances, and therefor should be included in the overall listing of programs. 
Other forms mentioned for the first time in Round III included "student initiated projects," 
"competitive student projects," "peer tutoring," "state-wide requirements," "school-wide," 
"mandatory," and "internships." Each of these was integrated into one of the other forms or 
placed on the list of "continua". All had an existing place to go. "Student initiated projects" was 
included in Form 7, "co-curricular activities." "Competitive student projects" was also placed in 
"co-curricular activities," since many of the youth competitions to raise funds occur outside of 
school, yet are be sponsored by school clubs. "Peer tutoring" was included in Form 1, 
"community service class" because many of the existing tutoring projects are included in such 
programs. "State-wide and school-wide" requirements were easily included in "state-wide and 
district-wide initiatives". "Mandatory" was included as one of the items on the "continua" since 
all programs can have a mandatory or volunteer component. "Internships" was added to 
"vocational education courses" and "practica" because internships can be a regular part of 
vocational and practical education programs. 
COMMUNIlY-BASED SERVICE-LEARNING 
The second major category of Round III, community-based service-learning, eventually had 
fifteen different forms. Each will be discussed separately, describing the nature of responses 
made about the model. Again, the format used for this discussion includes comments listed 
alongside the actual forms for ease of referencing. 
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CATEGORIES OF COMMUNTIY-BASED SERVICE-LEARNING 

FORMS 	 EXAMPLES 

1. 	 Service Program sponsored by community 
organization or institution 
(which includes some type of formal or 
informal reflection) 
This was a well debated topic, with six of the fifteen 
respondents writing some comment. While most 
agreed with the form, a few said that a reflective 
component was always necessary for this to be 
included as service-learning. This became a 
conceptual issue for the form -- was formal 
reflection necessary or could informal learning 
satisfy the need for reflective components? Several 
examples were added to the original list to 
accommodate these concerns. Items D, E, and F, 
dealing with after school recreation, scouting, and 
religious groups were included in this expansion. 
2. 	 Specific courses 
While most agreed with the form, a few raised their 
common concerns about the nature of the service 
application and the structure in learning. Some 
asked, "Where is the learning, or where is the 
service application? The role of reflection in the 
learning process and how the service is delivered 
were concerns expressed about this form. 
A A hospital volunteer program where youth are 
oriented to various tasks and receive follow-up 
training and assistance. 
B. A docent program for a museum or nature 
center where youth provide direct service to clients 
and receive continuous training. 
C. Student YM/YWCAs where youth perform a 
variety of services. 
D. An after-school recreation program run by a 
community-based organization which uses high 
school youth to coach and supervise younger 
children's activity. 
E. Troop activities sponsored by the Girl 
Scouts/BOy Scouts which include service activities 
for youth in community settings. 
F. Programs sponsored by religious groups which 
engage youth in service and include well developed 
training and education components. 
A Red Cross course in Basic Ai d Training (BAT) 
where youth initially receive instruction in basic 
first aid and then teach material to fourth graders 
in their community. 
B. Search and Rescue program by Native 
Americans in New Mexico where youth receive 
training in rescue procedures and then serve the 
community, as needed, in times of emergency. 
C. Courses in Emergency Medical Technology 
(EMT) offered through hospitals and local health 
agencies where youth are taught emergency 
procedures, certified through testing, and then 
perform services to the community at large. 
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A. Red Cross program in Disaster Action Training 
where youth take a series of courses focusing on 
There were six written responses to this form. Some 
3. Series of courses/programs 
disaster preparedness and then perform those 
asked that this section be linked to the action services when needed in the community. 
oriented tasks associated with Form 1. Others 
supported it but only "if was connected to actual B. Series of courses/trainings offered through the 
service." An other example was added to further Girl ScoutsiBoy Scouts in environmental studies 
illustrate the range of offerings of courses in where youth engage in community projects to 
community-based programs. apply their knowledge. 
A. Youth Employment Programs administered by 
skill development, and service are major 
4. Vocational programs where job training, 
municipal governments which place young people 
goals in service related jobs. 
B. Programs which place participants in service 
commented, with one supporting and the other two 
This item had strong support. Only three people 
related occupations sponsored by private industry, 
approving under the condition that the model Private Industry Councils of the Job Training 
included a reflective component and/or that the Partnership Act, or other job training entities. 
activity not be paid. This last comment raised an 
important issue: whether paid experiences negate C. State sponsored employment and training 
the service ethic; one cannot do service-learning if programs which place youth in service occupations 
there is remuneration. There was not sufficient as part of a youth employment project. 
time to get panel feedback on this topic; it will have 
to be studied at a later date. 
A. Programs for at-risk youth sponsored by 
State Extension Services where youth develop and 
Only a few respondents commented on the form. 
s. Programs for special populations 
administer service programs for their community. 
Two thought it should be combined with either 
Form 1, "Service programs" or Form 7, B. YMCA sponsored program serving 
"Community-base organizations." The number of handicapped youth where the "Y" provides skills 
examples was expanded by two programs to training in service areas and youth use those skills 
illustrate how community-based organizations in the community. 
served special populations. 
C. 4-H programs where low-income youth receive 
training in developing community gardens (urban) 
or agricultural business projects (rural). 
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6. Short term projects A A special project, such as a food drive, where 
youth assist in planning and executing the entire 
Concern for the learning potential of "short term effort. 
projects" dominated the comments about Form 6, 
although only a few people cared to comment. B. A short term event to raise funds for a 
One person recommended that it bt included in the charitable organization where youth plan, 
"continua." In fact, it was retained because the implement, and evaluate the project. 
committee believed that the word "projects" 
suggested a different meaning than just "short 
term;" therefore it appeared in both places with 
slightly different interpretation. 
7. Clearinghouse A Volunteer Center which both places young 
people in a variety of service opportunities and 
Almost one-third of the respondents commented uses youth to research and coordinate participant 
about the necessity for formal reflection attached to placements. 
the activity before they would call it service­
learning. Some suggested it "needed a formal B. Program sponsored by local service 
reflective component to be enriching." This issue of organization which coordinates community service 
formal reflection is an important topic, and is opportunities for youth and use youth to publicize 
discussed later in the report. the program. 
8. Career Exploration A. Programs such as the Explorer Scouts, where 
youth work with police departments to do service 
In this form a variety of examples were found related activities for purposes of occupational 
which described where and how young people exploration. 
examined careers and did service at the same time. 
This category was deemed different from Form 4, B. Programs sponsored by the u.s. Military where 
"Vocational programs", because the intent of the youth shadow personnel and assist with routine 
program was more for exploration than for actual duties. 
skill training to obtain a job. Concern was 
expressed about the level of service and reflection 
in career exploration programs. This will be 
discussed later in the section dealing with issues of 
formal and informal structures, as well as 




9. Compensatory service mandated by court A Juvenile court-imposed sentences to do 
system community service which include attachment to 
educational programs, such as in Carver County, 
There were several concerns expressed. Three said Minnesota. 
this was not service-learning; it gave service a bad 
name and there was no learning which B. Court imposed sentences where youth provide 
accompanied the service. People were concerned service and discuss learning with Probation 
about the image of community service and the Officers. 
perception that court mandated programs were 
contaminating the notion of service as an 
educational entity. Those commenting did not want 
community service to be associated with punitive 
programs. 
10. Summer programs with service A Governors' Schools, in many states, which 
components engage youth in service work as part of their 
summer learning experience. 
Only a few recommendations were made for this 
form. Because the original form was titled, B. Summer Youth Employment Programs (SYEP) 
"Summer camps with service components," a change which place youth in service related occupations 
was made to replace "camps" with the words and include educational components, as in 
"summer program." It was felt there were summer programs sponsored through the Job Training and 
programs which would qualify, but several of them Partnership Act (ITPA). 
did not include a camping orientation. Four other 
examples were added to accommodate this C. Park and conservation programs which place 
broadened notion of summer service-learning youth in local, state, and national parks to do 
experiences. service work and which include educational 
support. 
D. Leadership development programs for youth, 
such as the National Youth Leadership Project 
(NYLP), sponsored by the National Youth 
Leadership Council, which train youth in 
leadership skills and include service projects in the 
training agenda. 
E. Youth Volunteer Corps, which provide service 
to the community during summer months and 
include educational support. 
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11. State service programs 
There were only a few concerns expressed over this 
form. The often repeated phrase, "only with 
reflective component," was mentioned, as was 
concern for "Where is the learning?" Since one 
example cited included a literacy program operated 
by Literacy Volunteers of America, which has an 
extensive training program for older high school 
students, it was felt the item should be retained 
because it met the criteria for both service and 
learning. 
A State literacy programs, such as those run by 
Literacy Volunteers of America, which provide 
older youth with training and support in providing 
literacy service to local communities. 
B. Intergenerational programs developed as part 
of the Commission 0n National and Community 
Service, Subtitle D, which are administered by state 
agencies and provide service and support to local 
communities. 
~-------------------------------r--------------------------------4 
12. Conservation Corps 
Only one respondent recommended removal and 
one other suggested combining with "summer 
camps." It was kept, not only because of the 
overwhelming support from others, but because the 
service delivered through the corps was unique and 
actually quite different from both camping and 
other service experiences done by youth in the 
summer. Many corps operate year round, so the 
summer designation was not appropriate. Also, 
since some corps were municipally sponsored, they 
did not fit in the "state service" category. 
13. Specific event/crisis/problem 
The common concern over formal reflection and 
quality of service were expressed about Form 13, 
"Specific event/crisis/problem." One respondent 
stated that there needed to be a differentiation 
between a single response (such as building levees 
during a flood) and a long-term response, such as 
neighborhood improvement after a riot). In fact, 
what separated this form from "series of 
courses/programs" in Form 3 was the short duration 
and the more focused learning experiences for a 
specific event or crisis. Also, there was limited 
preparation of the youth before hand, which is 
quite different from the extensive training received 
through courses which take months and years to 
complete. 
A State-administered programs, such as the 
Wisconsin Conservation Corps, which focuses on 
public service and conservation, with additional 
focus on job . training. 
B. Municipally or locally administered programs, 
such as the Los Angeles Conservation Corps, 
which focuses on service and conservation, and 
provides educational support to participants. 
A. Response to a specific crises or event, such as 
a tornado, earthquake, or other natural disaster 
through organizations such as the Red Cross. 
Youth are trained to provide appropriate response 
and receive support and guidance while serving. 
Training is short term, though, which differs from 
Form 3, "Series of Courses." 
B. Girl Scouts "Stand By For Service" program, 




14. Youth Community Service Advisory 
Groups 
Respondents combined Forms 19 and 20 on the 
Round III distribution to create a new entity, 
"Youth Community Service Advisory Groups." This 
unit represented youth efforts to advise agencies 
about issues facing adolescents and children. This 
is a rather unique section because it involves young 
people in a formal advisory capacity -- one where 
they learn about policy issues and about planning 
for service delivery. 
IS. National Service 
While some suggested that national service be 
included, examples given (VISTA) were not age 
appropriate. The form was kept, but the examples 
provided were more inclusive of the population 
eighteen and under. 
A Youth United Way, where youth advise United 
Way agencies on youth needs and learn about 
volunteer structures in the community. 
B. Youth Community Foundation Board, where 
youth advise agencies on youth issues and promote 
dissemination of information. 
C. Youth Engaged in Service (Points of Light 
Foundation) uses Youth Ambassadors (usually 
college students) to develop youth leadership in 
the K-12 arena and to assist in developing youth 
advisory boards. 
A Programs such as City Year (Massachusetts) 
where youth work year-round on urban problems. 
B. Programs such as New York City Volunteer 
Corps where youth assess community needs and 
then design and implement projects to provide 
needed service. 
ALTERED FORMS 
As with the school-based category, several forms were altered or modified after Round III. 
Described below are the nature of the changes and the reasons behind them. 
As just mentioned, Round III Forms 19 and 20 were collapsed into single unit, "Youth 
community service advisory groups". The unifying theme for the two sections was youth 
participating in advisory capacities with adult organizations. The examples used demonstrate 
how young people advise adults on issues of adolescence. The program content of Form 20 was 
included in Form 1, "Service program sponsored by community organization," so there would be 
no overlap. 
Form 10 in Round III, "Affinity Group sponsored programs" was integrated into Form 1, "Service 
programs sponsored by community organizations or institutions." This move was made because 
the only difference between this form and Form 1 was the nature of the sponsoring group. The 
rest of this section was Iepre.sented .through ..additional examples with Form 1. Specifically, the 
student YMlYWCA was used to include the notion of affinity groups. 
Form 16, "Volunteer assignment connected with a paid job," was also omitted as a separate 
listing because the examples given represented situations for people in paid employment who 
were beyond the age range of the study. Adult tutors and community speaking are usually done 
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by adults in the workplace. No one cited examples of programs where paid youth did these 
tasks, so the section was deleted. 
CONTINUA 
The listing of "continua" began after Round I and evolved over the course of the ~\.vo remaining 
rounds. After Round I there were 24 matched items listed. After Round II there were 23 items, 
and after Round III, the final round, there were 29 pairs (although 6 were newly mentioned). 
While the topiCS changed or were combined with one another, the numbers did not change that 
dramatically. A discussion of the final list will highlight the kinds of considerations which went 
into the development and evolution of the list. 
The "continua" was created because several of the respondents, independent of each other on 
Round I, said they had a list of ideas or concepts which related to service-learning but were not 
themselves descriptive of program forms. They were, in effect, more generic than any of the 
defined forms, applying to any, if not all, types of service-learning. They were variables needed 
to better understand the complexity of the service-learning phenomenon. The continua define 
areas dealing with purpose, goals, process, and setting. 
flNALROUNDCONTINUA 
Presented here is discussion of the final "continua" list developed from Round III responses. 
Discussion of these items is intended to represent the kind of thinking that went into the analysis 
and formulation of lists from prior rounds. Since this listing is not presented with the actual 
"continua" next to the text, it might be helpful to read this section with a copy of the "continua" 
nearby for easy reference. 
The first continuum, "youth coordinated/controlled" evolved from an earlier category of "youth 
centered versus "adult centered." Discussion of the committee focused on the change from 
"centered" to "coordinated/controlled", indicating the intent of the respondents was on who 
dominated the origination and dissemination of the project. "Centered" did not convey the idea 
of control, and was therefore changed to reflect that meaning. 
The "voluntary/required" continuum was accepted by everyone in the study. Only one person 
commented on voluntary programs where stipends were paid -- questioning if such payments 
invalidated the service/volunteer notion. 
"Co-curricular" was kept the same as in Round II because only one person indicated it should be 
changed. Their comment, that co-curricular programs did not usually produce service-learning 
(their highlight), was not shared by others. They did suggest it could remain if the words "with 
reflective component were added." However, this issue of adding "reflective component" to every 
program was a common one, and will be dealt with in the discussion of major concerns. 
"Individual/group instruction" was modified based on responses received. While two sought to 
. delete the item, one recommended that the term "multiple" be replaced with "group." The 
committee thought this suggestion was a valid one, defining the characteristic more precisely. 
Thus the change in wording was made for the line. 
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Although there was only one comment about the "Short/long term outcomes" terminology, the 
committee felt the word "outcomes" limited the scope of the idea, especially since there already 
was a section on "short/long term." Therefore, the two lines were combined into one continuum 
of "short term ... .long term." 
The continuum of "not graded/graded" and "not evaluated/evaluated" were developed from the 
initial Round III line of "not graded/evaluated ... graded/evaluated." Some found this line to 
overlap with "academic credit"; others recommended that the category be separated into two 
lines or gave examples about situations where youth were evaluated but not graded. Based on 
this feedback, it was decided to divide the two concepts and give each a separate listing. 
Participants showed some confusion and concern about the Round III "Intangible ..tangible 
outcomes. Some thought it should be deleted, others thought in was not two ends of a 
continuum; that process and product orientation were more descriptive terms. Because of the 
confusion and the recommendations to drop, the section was deleted and the idea incorporated 
into the "process/product" section. 
The next section, "student led . .faculty led" was deleted because the continuum "youth 
coordinated ... adult coordinated conveyed the same idea. Thus the "student led" line was 
integrated into the "youth coordinated/controlled" continuum. 
The line "teacher led ... agency led" had several recommendations. Some wanted the terms 
changed to "led/coordinated" and others suggested that "teacher" be changed to "school." 
Combining these changes produced a revised topic, "School led/coordinated ... agency 
led/coordinated. " 
The continuum "no academic credit...academic credit" received few recommended changes. One 
person questioned whether it was covered in the "graded/evaluated" section. The committee 
determined that the issuance of academic credit was a separate function from grading and 
evaluating; in fact, there were examples of programs where there was grading and/or evaluation, 
yet no credit was issued. Therefore, the line was retained because it represented existing models 
which used grading and evaluation, but did not include the credit dimension. 
As mentioned earlier, the "process orientation ... product orientation" continuum absorbed the 
"tangible . .intangible" distinctions. Since there were no other major objections, the 
"process/product" continuum was kept on the list. 
The "peers ... cross age" listing from Round III had only one written response, so it was retained. 
There was some discussion among the review committee about the term "intergenerational" being 
more precise, but it was determined that "cross-age" was most suitable, since some programs 
included youth of differing ages, but not differing generations. 
"Single-subject area... .interdisciplirrary" had just one comment,-so it was kept intact. This was one 
of the few items where everyone seemed to agree! 
The continuum, "individual student...all students" was modified slightly by respondents. 
Recommendations were made to change "all students" to "group." However, since the term 
students tended to exclude learners in non-formal settings, such as Girl Scouts or 4-H, the more 
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appropriate term, "individual" was retained to be more inclusive. Thus, the line became, 
"individual...group. " 
The Round III item, "vocational...academic" had a few recommendations. While one person 
wanted to delete the line, others wanted changes in the word, "vocational," feeling it was too 
limited. The review committee determined that "practical" was the opposite of "academic." The 
word "academic" was also expanded to include the concept of "theoretical", which according to 
the definition of "academic" was necessary for better understanding. Thus, the item became 
"practical .... academic/theoretical." 
The "private ... public" continuum was kept intact since there was only one comment which 
recommended deletion. It was felt the terms were generic and could be applied to many 
organizations, such as businesses, schools, community-based entities, etc. 
"Religious-based ... secular had only two recommendations for deletion with no other comments. 
Therefore, it was kept as a viable continuum. 
As already noted, the "short-term!long-term" connection was combined with an earlier continuum 
because they both dealt with the same issues and concepts. Therefore, only one listing was 
necessary. 
The "no formal reflection ...formal reflection" continuum had only a few written comments. One 
thought "no formal reflection" was an oxymoron to service-learning, while another suggested 
changing "formal" to "systematic." The review committee determined that "informal reflection" 
was the opposite of "formal refleCtion;" that "no formal reflection" was not as precise a 
distinction. Therefore, to make the continuum more correct and to respond to the concern that 
reflection was necessary for service learning, the final terminology was "informal 
reflection ... .formal reflection." 
The next line on the Round III list. ;nformal learning ....formallearning" had only a few written 
comments. One suggested that the term "learning" be changed to "instruction." While this 
seemed like an appropriate continuum, it did not replace the concept of learning, so the learning 
distinction was retained. An additional line was added to incorporate the "instruction" idea. 
The continuum, "no educational products .... educational products" received four comments, all 
negative. Everyone who wrote a comment seemed confused by the terms, so it was decided by 
the review committee to remove the iterr, :md assume it was already coverec in the previous 
item, "process orientation... product orientation." Thus, the idea of producing tangible outcomes 
through service-learning was part of a product orientation to learning. 
"Internal incentives ... extrinsic incentives" was modified for consistency of the continuum. While 
two people suggested it be deleted, the review committee thought the term "intrinsic" was a more 
precise wording of the continuum than "internal." Therefore, the listing was altered to be 
"intrinsic incentives .... extrinsic incentives. 
For the item, "individual...group ........ world" recommendations were made to remove the 
intermediaries and to make it more practical. Panelists questioned whether or not galaxy and 
universe should also be added, since they represented the far end of the continuum expressed. 
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To accommodate these changes, the line was altered to reflect a more practical, moderate view, 
"locaL ... national. " 
ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR THE CONTINUA 
In addition to the items listed on the Round III "continua", respondents also included several 
new ideas which were not subject to scrutiny by the Delphi panel. Therefore, they were listed as 
an addendum, with some brief changes recommended from the review committee. 
"Student-centered outcomes ... community centered outcomes" was the first added item. It was 
modified to fit the community-based terminology, changing references from "students" to "youth." 
This simply broadened the terms used. 
Next, "charity-based service .... empowerment-based service" was suggested as another continuum. 
The review committee felt the terms "charity-based service" were unnecessary; that the distinction 
was more simply "charity .... empowerment/socialjustice." The term social justice has often been 
used to describe goals of service rather than charity. 
"Direct service ... policy analysis/advocacy" was altered slightly to reflect a more precise meaning of 
the terms analysis and advocacy. Both are part of the process of policy development, so the term 
development was included in the listing. It became "direct service .... policy development." 
Another continuum added was "paid ... unpaid." Others had mentioned this item in their 
discussion. Some of the forms included in the two concepts, especially ones related to vocational 
education or job training. Therefore, it was considered a reasonable addition. 
"Special population ... general population" was also listed as a new item. Because there was not 
opportunity to respond, the continuum is not omitted. However, the review committee noted 
that "special populations" is a form on both the school-based and community-based categories. 
So it would be very likely eliminated on another round, or else cause the two listings in the forms 
to be deleted and re-entered as a continuum. 
Lastly, "people oriented.... project oriented" was listed as a new continuum. The exact meaning of 
this item was unclear to the review committee, so they attached what they thought was an added 
piece of information to clarify the terms. Thus, the continuum became "people oriented (type of 
service) ... project oriented (type of service). The designation, type of service, helped explain the 
focus of efforts for the people providing service. 
DISCUSSION 
There were several key issues which emerged from the study. These issues came up repeatedly 
in every round and were raised by a number of respondents. Each issue will be discussed 
separately, with overall patterns-presented in the conclusion. 
Perhaps the most significant issue raised was the place of formal reflection in the service-learning 
process. Some respondents claimed that no service-learning occurred without formal reflection, 
either through a class or some other structured environment. This assertion is supported by 
research which indicates that more learning seems to occur when there is a reflective class or 
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session (Conrad and Hedin, 1981; Rutter and Newmann, 1989; Moore 1982) Service-learning 
was defined as including this planned reflective time; without it there was no learning. Others 
cited instances and programs where the reflection was done informally, either at the time of the 
experience or through casual discussion sometime afterward. This group believed that much 
good learning took place without formal structures. 4-H programs, scouting, school clubs, and 
other informal activities were cited as examples of service-learning programs where there were 
not always structured reflection periods to help young people learn. Yet, much learning 
occurred in these settings. This issue is at the core of service-learning and requires more study 
and discussion. Central to the issue is how people come to know things ... whether through 
formal actitivities requiring planned time set aside for discussion and evaluation, or through 
unplanned informal interactions between participants and others in the setting (or elsewhere) 
who simply discuss the service experiences and bring them to new levels of understanding. 
In addition to this dimension, few respondents dealt with another aspect of reflection -- the 
nature and content of discussiOn/evaluation applied to the service experience. It is not enough to 
require a formal or informal component to the service-learning program. Rather, it seems one 
must prescribe the kind of reflection included, whether it focuses on what is done in the service 
experience, or what theories and concepts underlie the activity. This is especially important for 
programs where some kind of academic credit is given, or where program goals include more 
generalized learning. 
Another issue that came up frequently was the relationship of the service to the learning. Many 
respondents felt that the service and learning needed to occur in close proximity to one another. 
In fact, in many cases, the service preceded the learning. Young people would provide service 
and then reflect on their experiences in some formal manner. In other cases, they would be 
prepared for the service experience, do it, and then reflect on what they had learned. Others felt 
that learning could precede the service experience, and also be separated by some time. For 
example, some did not understand how taking a Red Cross course on CPR and then delivering 
the life-saving treatment some six months later (perhaps) fulfilled the requirement for service 
and learning. In another example, the Search and Rescue program by Native Americans in New 
Mexico trains young people in life-saving techniques and then requires them to demonstrate their 
knowledge months later in actual emergencies. Some did not see this as service-learning. Thus, 
there were conflicting thoughts about how and when service was to be provided. 
The creation of the "continua" illustrated the complexity and multi-demensional characteristics of 
service-learning. The variables identified are quite broad, ranging from "co-curricular. ..curricular" 
to "private .. public." The other variables cited all describe, in some way, attributes which relate 
to service-learning and service-learning programs. Allor some of the continua can apply to any 
one program; in fact, they become like a litmus test of service learning, requiring individuals to 
measure their programs against the dimensions described. By idt'!1tifying c. nd recognizing the 
many dimensions of service-learning, the Delphi panelists reinfc ~ _-' the n,: : ion that the definition 
and understanding of the concept is quite complex. Descriptions of service-learning not only can 
be typed by point of-origin (school-based and community-based) and by form (short term 
projects, clearinghouse, career exploration, etc.), but by purpose, goals, process, and setting. 
Thus the continua are specific examples of these four categories, each adding an additional 
dimension to the service-learning concept. 
Respondents had disagreements over the operational meaning of service-learning. There was no 
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consensus as to how much learning constituted good learning, nor how much service was 

required to be considered a service program. Some felt that payment for work eliminated the 

service ethic, while others believed that pay did not automatically eliminate an activity from the 

service domain. Some believed formal credit needed to be issued for good school-based learning; 

others felt it was not necessary and detracted from the service experience. 

Several Delphi participants suggested that service-learning varied according to context. 

Discussing service-learning outside of its setting or specific environment was difficult. Without a 

description of the setting and conditions of the program, each form has limited meaning. Only 

through specific examples does the form become understandable. For example, an academic 

class (in the school-based category) only has meaning when the academic discipline is described, 

the nature of the service experience explained (required, optional, tied to class assignments, 

nature of reflection (in class, informal at site), and other specifics about the class are detailed. 

The total picture only becomes clear when all the facts are known. Therefore, some contend 

that the typology developed with the Delphi process has limited usefulness. It outlines general 

categories and forms, but leaves the details (and the essential meaning) to situational description. 

Given this last perspective, any attempt to classify service-learning is limited in scope and 

function. Typologies are useful as guides for conceiving of various programmatic models; they 

are never precise or exact without specific examples and details. It suggests that any effort to 





A Delphi study was conducted on service-learning seeking an understanding of the characteristics 

and traits which separated one program from another. While there was consensus on some 

aspects, for the most part there is still much disagreement on details and specifics of what 

constitutes service-learning. Panelists admitted there are two primary categories; on most other 

topics there was never unanimous agreement on what constituted the form or what 

characteristics made it service-learning. There was consensus, though, that service-learning could 





There is general agreement that service-learning occurs in two general categories: school-based 

and community-based. In this study eleven forms of school-based and fifteen forms of 

community-based programs were identified and defined through specific examples. In addition, 

twenty-nine different dichotomous variables were named which further describe attributes of 

purpose, goals, process, and setting. All of these types or models provide a framework for 

conceptualizing service-learning in its various configurations; yet none of them are fixed or exact 

in meaning or dimension. Perhaps this reflects the complexity of the concept identified in the 

Wingspread definition of service-learning: being both a philosophy and a program. Indeed, the 

various forms and "continua"-represent both programmatic and philosophical dimensions. 

As service-learning continues to expand and grow, new forms will be added to the typology which 

further describe this educational entity. Through dialogue and discussion, practiced here through 

a Delphi process, practitioners and researchers will further refine our knowledge about service­

learning, and improve our understanding of what it is and in what forms it exists. To 
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practitioners and researchers who ask. "Am I doing it right?" we must respond: perhaps, it 
depends on your goals and what you believe service-learning to be. To those who ask. "What is 
it anyway?" we must respond: it depends on what you think service-learning is and is not; in 
other words, it depends on your philosophy and your conct?t of practice. These are not very 
comforting words for a world that wants precise definitions and exacting models of practice. Yet 
they are the honest responses of people who have thought about and practiced service-learning 
for a long time. As powerful and as exciting as any educational innovation and practice, service­
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CATEGORIES OF SCHOOL-BASED SERVICE-LEARNING 
FORMS EXAMPLES 
1. Community service class A. Elective where students earn credit in a 
class called Community Service, which is 
distinguished from other academic courses. 
B. A middle school class where students tutor 
elementary children in reading at a near-by 
school as part of their "Enrichment" period, a 
course offered at the end of the school day. 
2. Academic class 
(either required or elective, where credit is 
earned in a discipline, such as English, Math, 
or History and service experience is 
integrated into the basic curriculum of the 
course) 
A. Elective Biology class with an optional 
assignment in stream monitoring. 
B. Required Government course with a 
service component involving community 
projects. 
C. Elective Health course where students do 
a community service project with a local 
hospital as part of the course requirements. 
D. English Literature course where students 
read a novel with a protagonist who is 
homeless; students do work at homeless 
shelter, plan food collection and meal 
preparation; write opinions for local paper 
F. Elementary school math class where 
students help senior citizens to save money by 
computing best values in stores and assisting 
in shopping activities. 
3. Interdisciplinary projects/courses 
(singJe teacher or team teaching with service 
theme) 
A. Science class which includes testing water 
quality in a local river and using the data in 
computing statistical trends for a Math class. 
B. Social studies/EnglisbNideo project where 
students conduct study of how elderly are 
treated and read novels about the elderly. 
Students write stories about elderly for young 
children and assist in an Alzheimer's clinic. 
Process is documented by students through 
video demonstration. 
C. Elementary children conducting research 
by reading, writing, using art and math to 
chart coHection of recycled goods to raise 
funds to purchase trees for local park. 
4. Practica 
(Includes apprenticeships, internships, and 
other forms of field study) 
A. Community service experience which 
accompanies or folJows a formal course 
(Social Studies course on Civics, followed the 
next semester by a course which requires 
students to do a service project in the 
community). 
B. Internship with a social worker where 
students assists with running support groups 
for troubled teens. 
C. Course on Child Development which has 
an accompanying course where students 
actually work with children at a school-
sponsored child care facility. 
5. Vocational education course 
(Includes apprenticeships, internships, 
cooperative education, work experience, 
usually involving some vocational 
application) 
6. Programs for special populations or special 
locations 
A. Class which has a goal of occupational 
skill development, and includes a service 
dimension such as house building, child care, 
or food service. 
B. Home Economics course where students 
prepare meals for older citizens and study the 
nutritional needs of seniors. 
C. Construction course tied to Habitat for 
Humanity where students learn specific trade 
skills and techniques while building homes for 
low income citizens. 
D. Either paid, stipended, or unpaid work 
experience in a service occupation where 
supportive class is included in program 
structure. 
A. A specific program which focuses on at-
risk you th, learning handicapped, low income 
youth and includes a service component 
B. Program focusing on a specific 
geographical location, such as a tutoring 
project which targets a particular inner city 
community or a particular elementary school. 
C. Special program for low income youth 
sponsored by Job Training Partnership Act 
funds where students serve non-profit 
organizations and learn pre-employment skills 
and basic skills. 
D. Program for Learning Handicapped 
students which places them at a senior citizen 
home to learn interpersonal skills and to study 
history through personal stories. 
7. Co-curricular activities 
(Service-learning programs existing outside 
the school classroom). 
t. Special event, such as a food drive or. . 
l0illmunity tutoring project, which is planned 
and organized outside of classroom time. 
B. Program, such as the Youth Community 
Service Project (YCS) in Los Angeles, where 
teachers sponsor work through student clubs 
to plan and execute community service 
projects. 
C. Distribu tive Education Clubs of America 
(DECA) which plan, outside of school time, 
fund raising proj~ts for low income citizens 
or people with sp~ial needs. 
8. Clearinghouse 
(which engage students in researching and 
locating service-learning opportunities) 
A. Programs providing information on service 
opportunities available in the community 
which are staffed by you th and primarily 
operated by you tho 
B. Program in Hudson, Ohio, where students 
collect requests for service from community 
people and agencies and assign volunteers. 
9. District-wide initiative 
(an initiative which leads to service-learning 
program, but is not directly a service-
learning model). 
A. An entire K-12 school district includes 
service-learning at all grade levels, as in 
Minnetonka, MN or Springfield, MA. 
B. A school district focuses on a specific age 
or grade level, such as middle schools or high 
schools. 
10. State-wide initiative 
(initiative leads to service-learning program, 
but is not directly a service-learning model). 
A. Effort to include service-learning activities 
in all districts in a state, such as in Vermont 
(SerVermont) or in Pennsyi·. ania (PennServe). 
11. Service hour graduation requirement A. Program administered by school personnel 
which requires a specific number of hours of 
service for graduation, such as the Atlanta 
Public Schools (75 hour) or state of Maryland 
(100 hours). There is usually a product 
required as part of the reflective component, 
such as a written paper. 
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CATEGORIES OF COMMUNIlY-BASED SERVlCE-LEARNING 
FORMS 	 EXAMPLES 

1. 	 Senice Program sponsored by community 
organization or institution 
(which includes some type of fonnal or 
infonnal reflection) 
A. A hospital volunteer program where youth 
are oriented to various tasks and receive 
follow-up training and assistance. 
B. A docent program for a museum or nature 
center where youth provide direct service to 
clients and receive continuous training. 
C. Student YM/YWCAs where youth perform 
a variety of services. 
D. An after-school recreation program run by 
a community-based organization which uses 
high school youth to coach and supervise 
younger children's activity. 
E. Troop activities sponsored by the Girl 
Scouts/Boy Scouts which include service 
activities for youth in community settings. 
F. Programs sponsored by religious groups 
which engage youth in service and include well 
developed training and education components. 
2. Specific courses A. Red Cross course in Basic Aid Training 
(BAT) where youth initially receive instruction 
in basic first aid and then teach material to 
fourth graders in their community. 
B. Search and Rescue program by Native 
Americans in New Mexico where youth receive 
training in rescue procedures and then serve, 
the community, as needed, in times of 
emergency. 
C. Courses in Emergency Medical Technology 
(EMf) offered through hospitals and local 
health agencies where youth are taught 
emergency procedures, certified through 
testing, and then perform services to the 
community at large. 
3. Series of courses/programs A. Red Cross program in Disaster Action 
training where youth take a series of 
courses focusing on disaster preparedness and 
then perform those services when needed in 
the community. 
B. Series of courses/trainings offered through 
the Girl ScoutslBoy Scouts in environmental 
studies where youth engage in community 
projects to apply their knowledge. 
4. Vocational programs where job training, 
skin development, and service are major 
goals 
A. Youth Employment Programs 
administered by municipal governments which 
place young people in service related jobs. 
B. Programs which place participants in service 
related occupations sponsored by private 
industry, Private Industry Councils of the Job 
Training Partnership Act, or other job training 
entities. 
C. State sponsored employment and training 
programs which place youth in service 
occupations as part of a youth employment 
project. 
5. Programs for special populations A. Programs for at-risk youth sponsored by 
State Extension Services where youth develop 
and administer service programs for their 
community. 
B. YMCA sponsored program serving 
handicapped youth where the "Y' provides 
skills training in service areas and youth use 
those skills in the community. 
C. 4-H programs where low-income youth 
receive training in developing community 
gardens (urban) or agricultural business 
projects (rural). 
6. Short tenn projects A. A special project, such as a food drive, 
where youth assist in planning and executing 
the entire effort. 
B. A short term event to raise funds for a 
charitable organization where youth plan, 
implement, and evaluate the project. 
7. Clearinghouse A. Volunteer Center which both places young 
people in a variety of service opportunities and 
uses youth to research and coordinate 
participant placements. 
B. Program sponsored by local service 
organization which coordinates community 
service opportunities for youth and use youth 
to publicize the program. 
8. Career Exploration A. Programs such as the Explorer Scouts, 
where youth work with police departments to 
do service related activities for purposes of 
occupational exploration. 
B. Programs sponsored by the U.S. Military 
where youth shadow personnel and assist with 
routine duties. 
9. Compensatory service mandated by court 
system 
10. Summer programs with service 
components 
A. Juvenile court-imposed sentences to do 
community service which include attachment 
to educational programs, such as in Carver 
County, Minnesota. 
B. Court imposed sentences where youth 
provide service and discuss learning with 
Probation Officers. 
A. Governors' Schools, in many states, which 
engage youth in service work as part of their 
summer le~rning experience. 
B. Summer Youth Employment Programs 
(SYEP) which place youth in service related 
occupations and include educational 
components, as in programs sponsored 
through the Job Training and Partnership Act 
(JTPA). 
C. Park and conservation programs which 
place you th in local, state, and national parks 
to do service work and which include 
educational support. 
D. Leadership development programs for 
youth, such as the National Youth Leadership 
Project (NYLP), sponsored by the National 
You th Leadership Council, which train you th 
in leadership skills and include service projects 
in the training agenda. 
E. Youth Volunteer Corps, which provide 
service to the community during summer 
months and include educational support 
11. State service programs A. State literacy programs, such as those run 
by Literacy Volunteers of America, which 
provide older youth with training and support 
in providing literacy service to local 
communities. 
B. Intergenerational programs developed as 
part of the Commission on National and 
Community Service, Subtitle D, which are 
administered by state agencies and provide 
service and support to local communities. 
12. Conservation Corps A. State administered program, such as the 
Wisconsin ConselVation Corps, which focuses 
on public service and conselVation, with 
additional focus on job training. 
B. Municipally or locally administered 
program, such as the Los Angeles 
ConselVation Corps, which focuses on service 
and conselVation, and provides educational 
support to participants. 
13. Specific event/crisis/problem A. Response to a specific crises or event, such 
as a tornado, earthquake, or other natural 
disaster through organizations such as the Red 
Cross. Youth are trained to provide 
appropriate response and receive support and 
guidance while serving. Training is short term, 
though, which differs from Form 3, "Series of 
Courses." 
B. Girl Scouts "Stand By For SeIVice" 
program, where youth perform seIVice as 
needed by the com"munity. 
14. Youth Community Service Advisory 
Groups 
A. Youth United Way, where youth advise 
IUnited Way agencies on youth needs and 





B. Youth Community Foundation Board, I 
where youth advise agencies on youth issues 
I
and promote dissemination of information. 
C. Youth Engaged in Service (Points of Light 
Foundation) uses Youth Ambassadors (usually 
college students) to develop youth leadership 
in the K-12 arena and to assist in developing 
you th advisory boards. 
15. National Service A. Programs such as City Year 
(Massachusetts) where youth work year-round 
on urban problems. 
B. Programs such as New York City 
Volunteer Corps where youth assess 
community needs and then design and 
implement projects to provide needed service. 






CATEGORIES OF CONTINUA WHICH CAN APPLY TO SERVICE LEARNING 

YOUTH COORDINATED/CONTROLLED ••...• ADULT COORDINATED/CONTROLLED 
School led/coordinated •••.•.•.••••...•....••....••••.••.•.. Agency led/coordinated 
CO-CURRI CULAR • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • . • • • . • • • . . . . • . .• CURRI CULAR 
Individual instruction ••••••••.•....•..•.••••....•••••••.••••••• Group Instruction 
SHORT-TERM ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • LONG-TERM 
Not graded Graded 
NOT EVALUATED •• • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • •• • • . • • • • • • • • •• EVALUATED 
Voluntary • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • . • • •• RequiredMandatory 
NO ACADEMIC CREDIT •••.••.•...•....•.••••••••••••.•••• ACADEMIC CREDIT 
Process Orientation .•••••••••.•••••••••...••..•.•••.•••.•••• Product Orientation 
PEERS ......................................................... CROSS-AGE 

Single Subject Area •••••••••••.•...•......••..•.••••..••.••••• Interdisciplinary 
INDIVIDUALS •••••••.••••••..•••.•.•....•.•..•.•••••••.•.••••.••••• GROUPS 
Practical ................................................ Academi~heoretical 
PRIVATE .......................................................... PURLIC 
Religious-Based . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. SECULAR 
INFORMAL REFLECfION •.•••.••••••••.••..••••..•••••• FORMAL REFLECfION 
Informal learning •••••••. ~ . • . • • • • • . . • . • . . • • • • . • • . • • • • • . • . . . • • .. Formal learning 

INTRINSIC INCENTIVES •.••.•.•...•...••....•.•••••••• EXTRINSIC INCENTIVES 

Local • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • . • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . • • . • • • . • •. National 

INFORMAL INSTRUCfION ••.••••.•.••••...•••••••••••• FORMAL INSTRUcnON 

The following items were added in ROUND III without feedhack from others 

Youth Centered Outcomes ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Community Centered Outcomes 
CHARITY ••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • •• EMPOWERMENT/SOCIAL JUSTICE 
Direct Service ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Policy Development 
VNPAID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PAID 
Rural •••.••••••••••••••..•.•..•••..•••.••..•••••••.•....••••.••.•.•• Urban 
PEOPLE ORIENTED (TYPE OF SERVICE) •• PROJECT ORIENTED (lYPE OF SERVICE) 
Special Population •••••••••••.••••••.••..•....•.•.•.•.•..••.. General Population 
• 








A DELPHI STUDY OF SERVICE-LEARNING PROGRAM TYPES 
Service-learning is highly visible in American education today. 
National legislation (The National and Community Service Act) was 
passed in 1990 to support its expansion all across the country. 
Implementation of that legislation is promoting program development 
in almost every state. As the concept of service-learning is 
embraced by more and more educators and community members, there is 
increased interest in studying the various forms and structures 
which are produced from this growth. The categories of service­
learning are changing, and there is a perceived need to describe 
what the forms are and how the characteristics of programs relate 
to their effectiveness and their longevity. 
To better understand the various forms and structures of service­
learning, we are requesting that you, as a designated national 
expert on service-learning, assist us by participating in a 
national Delphi study of service-learning program types. We are 
interested in learning, from your perspective, the characteristics 
and traits which distinguish one service-learning model from 
another. Our focus is on programs serving school-age youth, ages 
3-19. 
We will conduct the study in three rounds. In the first, we will 
ask a panel of approximately forty experts (including yourself) 
from around the country to categorize existing service-learning 
models according to characteristics and traits which distinguish 
one program from another. There is no stipulated continuum nor are 
there any predetermined categories. Each expert will develop his 
or her own system for categorizing such programs. 
The second cycle will require the experts to respond to all of the 
submitted program types and reduce, combine, or otherwise organize 
them in a new, more distinctive way. The goal of the second round 
is to reconfigure the service-learning types so there is a clearer 
delineation between one program and another. 
The third cycle will have the experts further refine the categories 
submitted from the second round, again attempting to separate and 
def ine programs according to their dominant traits and 
characteristics. The final categories will be drawn from the third 
round responses and a report describing the results will be 
submitted to the Commission on National and community Service, as 
well as to interested academic and professional organizations. 
You will find a copy of the first round questionnaire enclosed with 
this letter. Please review it and respond, as completely as you 
can, and return it to the address stated on the form by October 23, 
1992. Your prompt attention to this matter is greatly appreciated. 
A DELPHI STUDY -- SERVICE-LEARNING PROGRAM TYPES 
As stated above, the goal of this Delphi process is to better 
understand the various program types which exist in the name of 
service-learning. Your task is to think about all the service­
learning programs and structures with which you are familiar and to 
describe, in a fair amount of detail, what separates one program 
from another. Our focus is specifically on programs which involve 
school-age youth, )-19. Please define the characteristics and 
traits which clearly differentiate the models. Report your 
thoughts in the form of a classif ication system which can be 
understood by others familiar with service-learning. Please do not 
indicate your name on the response since the study is intended to 
be anonymous. 
Please return your response by october 23, 1992 to the following 
address: 
Dr. Robert Shumer 
Generator Center, R-460 
Vocational and Technical Education Building 
1954 Buford Avenue 
University of Minnesota 
st. Paul, Minnesota 55108 
FAX: (612) 631-2955 
Responses will be reviewed and a list of all non-duplicated 
categories will be returned to you by November 6, 1992. You can 
compare the categories contained ~n the list and reorganize them so 
they more clearly define the differences between program 
characteristics and traits. This will constitute the second round 
of our Delphi study. You will be asked to send your second round 
response by November 18, 1992. Instructions for the third round 
will be forthcoming at that time. 
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study of 
service-learning. We anticipate the typology developed from this 
process will assist practitioners and policy makers alike in their 
understanding of the variability of service-learning models. 
As IIfood for thought," we will provide a stipend of $25.00 to let 
you treat yourself to dinner if you will provide your thoughts on 
the sUbject of service-learning. It's not much, but it's the 
thought that counts! If you don't want to use the stipend for 
food, then just consider it a bribe. 
If you have any questions or comments, please call me at (800) 366­




Research Associate, Department of Vocational/Technical Education 
University of Minnesota 
• 

SAMPLE RESPONSE FORM 

This sample form is provided simply to assist you in reporting your 
information in a more systematic way. Please photocopy this form 
and submit at least one for each model. You can use this, or a similar 
form designed by yourself, to report your responses. 
MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Characteristics/traits unique to this model 

Is model part of a continuum? If so, describe programs at 
both ends of the continuum. 

-----
DELPHI STUDY RESPONSE FORl\1 
In order to track the return of responses from Delphi participants, we ask 
that you return this form when you send your materials. The number 
assigned to you is for tracking purposes only and will be kept separate 
from analysis of your responses. Those researchers who will code and 
evaluate responses will not have access to the number, nor to the names of 
respondents. Anonymity will be maintained throughout the entire study. 
Thank you for your cooperation on this matter. 
NUMBER 







November 16, 1992 
Dear Delphi Study Participant, 
I must first apologize for the delay in responding to Round I of our Delphi study on service­
learning. Several people called and asked for additional time to complete their responses. I felt 
it was important we get as many responses as possible to our first round question, so I agreed to 
the extension. 
People responded with a variety of service-learning examples. Some were limited to a few 
models, others had extensive lists of program samples and items to consider when describing 
service-learning. The responses were recorded and analyzed for duplication and overlap. The 
results are presented in the following pages, with the various forms and examples of service­
learning presented as a matrix. 
Respondents developed two major categories of service-learning, school-based and community­
based. These definitions were created using "origin of the program" as the criterion of 
distinction. All other examples fell under these two groupings. 
Our goal in Round II is to review the forms and examples presented and to combine or redefine 
them so we have a clearer picture of the structures of service-learning. Your specific instructions 
are: 
1. 	 Review the forms and examples presented in the two matrices, School-Based and 
Community-Based, to verify that they include all the variations of service-learning 
as you know them. If you believe other forms should be included, please 
describe them in the blank boxes listed under the Form section. If you believe 
better examples are necessary to convey the meaning for each form, similarly, 
indicate those examples in the blank boxes provided. 
2. 	 After reviewing and responding to these items, please indicate if the forms can be 
redefined so as to make them more inclusive of service-learning models. This 
means you can combine academic courses, for example, under a more inclusive 
heading, such as "School sponsored courses", with distinctions made between 
courses which receive academic credit and those which do not. Indicate these 
new headings in the space provided or on a separate sheet of paper. 
A second contribution of respondents in Round I was a list of categories which are related to 
service-learning. Enclosed is the collective list and I request that you review it and identify any 
additional categories or topics which should be included in discussions of service-learning 
models. You should respond to this list by: 
3. 	 Reviewing all the categories indicating those which you believe should be omitted 
from consideration. Simply put a line through any item which should be 
eliminated. 
4. 	 Adding any additional categories in the spaces provided (please list both ends of the 
continuum). 
Please complete Round II of the Delphi study and return it to me by December 7, 1992. Place 
your response, along with your identification number, in the enclosed self-addressed envelope. If 
you have any questions, please call me at 612-624-4758 or 800-366-6952. 
Thank you for your continued interest and participation in this unique examination of service­
learning. Your contributions will ultimately help to improve our understanding of service­
learning types and will enable us to describe service-learning more accurately to both our 
colleagues and to those who are just beginning to learn about it. 
Si~c~rely, .' 
/t.,c-(~~+-- ,( I, ....... lrlA." 
 \ 
"-, / V 	 -v..... "­
Robert Shumer, 
Research Associate 
Department of Vocational and Technical Education 
CATEGORIES OF SERVICE-LEARNING 
SCHOOL BASED 
FORMS EXAMPLES 
Community service class (elective class where students earn credit in a 
class called Community Service, as 
distinguished from other academic courses) 
Academic class with optional 
service-component 
(Biology class with an optional 
assignment in stream monitoring) 
! 
Academic class with required 
service-component 
(English class with required assignment to 
record oral histories of nursing home residents) 
Academic course required for graduation with 
service component 
(i.e. Senior Social Studies, English 10) 
Interdisciplinary courses (i.e. scienct : lass focusing on water quality, 
social studies class focusing on environmental 
issues, and math class focusing on statistics 
Vocational education course (goal is skill development, with service 
dimen,sion, i.e. house building, child care) 
Programs for special populations (i.e. at-risk youth, learning handicapped, low 
income) 
Co-cu rricu lar (i.e. Club or special event, such as a food 
drive) 
Clearinghouse (office or group that provides information on 
service opportu nities) 
" 
Apprenticeship I Shadowing (program in which a student observes and 
assists an individual in the performance of his! 
her daily work) 
• 

Coop. placements (Paid / unpaid work experience in service 
related industry) 
District-wide initiative (Entire K-12 school district includes S-L at all 
grade levels) 
State-wide initiative (Effort to include S-L activities in all districts 
in a state, such as the SerVermont initiative") 








No Academic credit 










No class time discussing service, no action 
Infonnal learning 
Internally staffed 
Only students served 
No education products 
Youth only 


















Strong reflective component 
Formal learning 
Externally staffed 
Only community members served 
Multiple education products 
Adults only 
Multi-National World 
CATEGORIES OF SERVICE-LEARNING 
COMMUNITY-BASED 
FORMS EXAMPLES 
(i.e. hospital volunteer program) Community service program 
(i.e. Red Cross courses in CPR, Swimming 
Safety, etc.) 
Specific course training 
Series of Courses (i.e. Red Cross program in Disaster Action 
preparation>­
Vocational programs - job training (i.e. Summer Youth Employment 
Programs) 
- . ­
(i.e. at-risk youth program run by the 
Extension Service) 
Programs for special populations 
Co-curricular 
Clearinghouse 
Apprenticeship / Shadowing 
Coop. placements 
(special event, such as food drive, fund raising 
breakfast) 
(i.e. Volunteer Center) 
(local program run by Rotary, or Kiawanis 
Club where youth follow adult at their work 
place to learn course information, job skills) 
(paid / unpaid work experience, (i.e. JTPA, 
sponsored by a municipal agency) 
.. 

(i.e. Governors' Schools in many states) Summer Camps 
• 

(i.e. VISTA, domestic service as alternative to 
military service) 
National Service Program 
(state or municipal agency run program which 
focus on public service and conservation, with 









January 4, 1993 
Dear Delphi Study Participant, 
We have again run behind on our schedule for the Delphi study of service-learning due to late 
returns of Round II forms. Those involved in service-learning programs are very busy people 
and seem to need more time to complete the Delphi assignments than we had planned. As we 
now enter the third and final round, hopefully we can complete them in a timely manner and 
bring the study to a close. 
As you can see from the enclosures we have developed new lists of forms and examples of 
service-learning. Respondents have combined and/or rearranged entries in both the school-based 
and community-based sections, compiling a comprehensive list of service-learning models and 
examples. In some cases, noted in bold print, respondents raised questions or made comments 
about the relationship of the service to the learning act. Your final task. with these new lists. is 
to respond to the items in bold print, either dismissing them by crossing them out or writing 
your own statement addressing the question. Also, please indicate your final assessment of any 
of the forms and examples: can any be combined or rearranged to eliminate any duplication or 
overlap? Where you wish to make a change, simply cross out the existing information and write 
your changes in the same box. You may also indicate additional forms or examples at the 
bottom of the page. 
You will also notice we have included a revised list of continua presented in the second round. 
A few people had problems understanding what this list was for and needed further clarification 
in order to respond. Let me say that the Continua List was presented by several respondents as 
additional criteria which described traits or characteristics which could be applied to most 
programs in either the school-based or community-based forms. These traits or characteristics 
are presented as a continuum, with a description of each extreme example stated. In a sense, it 
is an additional dimension of service-learning, much like an overlay that can be applied to most 
forms. For example, the activities for a service course in high school can been student directed, 
have a formal evaluation component, and be driven by intrinsic motivation of the students. 
These traits student directed, formally evaluated, and intrinsically motivated can be applied to 
several other forms, too. So think of the Continua List as a group of variables which have 
applicability to service-learning across program models and forms. 
Now that you know what the Continua List is about, please delete any items which you feel don't 
apply. and add those which you feel have been left out. Cross out the items that don't belong 
and add your additions at the bottom of the list. 
Finally, we are in the process of beginning research studies on service-learning models to 
determine how they started and what makes them exemplary of good learning. Please take a 
moment to rank order the forms described in the school-based and community-based sections 
and list the three (3) which you would study tirst to gather information most helpful to the tielLl. 




Thank you for your cooperation on the study. I know it has been a bit of a bother, but the kind 
of information presented and the issues raised are quite helpful in improving our understanding 
of the phenomenon called service-learning. I will send you a copy of our evaluation of Round 
III and the subsequent discussion of the study as soon as it is completed (around March). 
Please return your Round III responses by Monday, January 18th. It is quite important that you 
meet that deadline, so please make completion of this round a priority. We will be sending you 
your financial reward after we receive the Round III materials. Send your responses to: 
Dr. Robert Shumer 

Generator Center, R460 

Voc(Tech Ed. Bldg. 

1954 Buford Ave. 

University of Minnesota 

St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

Use the enclosed self-addressed envelope for convenience. 
If you have any questions, please give me a call at (612) 624-4758. Thanks again for your 




J • r f 

. f , \ I . ' 
I/ l~-'; r~L ' '-'-'-l':'--'--
Robert Shumer, 
Research Associate 
Department of Vocational and Technical Education 
e.g. Social studies/EnglishNideo project where 
students conduct study of how elderly are 
treated and reading novels about the elderly. 
Students write stories about elderly for young 
children and assist in an Alzheimer's clinic. 
Process is documented by students through 
video demonstration. 
Practicum e.g. community service experience which 
follows a formal course (Social Studies course 
on Civics, followed the next semester by a 
course which requires students to do a service 
project in the community) 
Vocational education course e.g. goal is skill development, with service 
dimension (house building, child care, food 
service) 
Programs for special populations or special 
locations 
e.g. at-risk youth, learning handicapped, low 
income 
e.g. program focusing on a specific 
geographical location, such as a particular 
inner city community or on a particular 
elementary school 
Co-curricular 
[Probably not service-learning.] 
e.g. Club or special event, such as a food drive 
Clearinghouse 
[Probably not service learning.] 
e.g. office or group which provides 
information on service opportunities available 
in the community 
Apprenticeship / Shadowing <-delete "shadowing" 
[Learning yes, service is questionable, delete 
this entire category.] 
[Sounds more like community-based. I'd 
separate apprenticeship from shadowing 
because the one is much more structured 
and intensive than the other.] 
e.g. program in which a student observes and 
assists an individual in the performance of his! 
her daily work. The purpose of the program 
is to provide job training or job information 
Conservation Corps e.g. stipended work in a Corps with 
educational program--can be part of a school 
or school system, e.g. East Bay Conservation 
CorpslLincoln H.S. Corps 
Cooperative education placements 
[Also Internships or education related to 
business or industry.] 
e.g. either paid or unpaid work experience in 
a service related job, such as working for a 
private, non-profit community-based agency 
District-wide initiative 
[Remove because this is a policy, not 
a program.] 
e.g. entire K-12 school district includes 
service-learning in all grade levels, as in 
Minnetonka, MN or Springfield, MA 
State-wide initiative 
[Remove because this is a policy, not 
a program.] 
e.g. effort to include service-learning activities 
in all districts in a state, such as the 
SerVermont initiative in Vermont or 
PennServe in Pennsylvania 
Service hour graduation requirement e.g. program administered by a guidance 
counselor or other non-teaching personnel 
Student initiated projects e.g. individually developed projects based on 
student interest 
Competitive student competition e.g. groups competing to raise funds, etc. such 
as through walkathons, bikeathons 






EXAMPLES OF COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICE-LEARNING 
FORMS EXAMPLES 
Service program sponsored by community 
organization or institution 
[if no reflective component, training, etc., 
this is not service-learning] 
e.g. hospital volunteer program 
Specific courses e.g. Red Cross courses in CPR, Swimming 
Safety, etc. 
Series of courses 
[do they explicitly link service and 
Jearning?] 
e.g. Red Cross program in Disaster Action 
preparation which is made up of a series of 
courses focusing on disaster services 
Vocational programs where job training and 
skill developm~nt are primary goals 
e.g. Summer Youth Employment Programs 
which place young people in service related 
placements; programs which place participants 
in service related occupations sponsored by 
private industry or Job Training Partnership 
Act 
Programs for special populations e.g. at-risk youth program run by the 
Extension Service; YMCA sponsored program 
serving handicapped you th 
Short term projects e.g. special event, such as food drive, fund 
raising breakfast, Christmas toy drive 
Community-based organization sponsored 
programs which collaborate with 
schools/school-children 
e.g. after school recreation program run by a 
community organization; evening tutoring 
program sponsored by a local church 
Clearinghouse e.g. Volunteer Center which pla~es young 
[without reflection?] people in a variety of service opportunities; 
service organization, such as Rotary, which 
arranges for a variety of service activities 
Apprenticeship in a service occupation e.g. apprenticeship with worker in a 
[Learning yes, but service?] community-based .... : :.nization; apprenticeship 
with the police department through Boy 
Scouts Explorer Scout program 
Affinity group sponsored programs e.g. working with Girls. Inc.; providing services 
at local YMCNYWCA; community projects 
sponsored through religious groups; 
Encampment for Citizenship 




Summer camps with service component e.g. Governors' Schools in many states; parks 
and conservation programs sponsored by 
private, non-profit organizations 
National service programs e.g. VISTA, domestic service as alternative to 
military service 
State service programs e.g. State literacy programs run by Literacy 
Volunteers of America; intergenerational 
programs developed ::is part of National and 
Community Service Act, Subtitle D 
Conservation Corps e.g. Sta::, or municipal agency run program 
which focuses on public service and 
conservation, with additional focus on job 
training 
Volunteer assignment connected with a paid 
job 
e.g. tutoring while on company time; speakers 
bureau for youth organizations or schools 
Specific even t/crisis/prob lem e.g. response to a specific crises or event, such 
as a tornado, earthquake, or other natural 
disaster; response to a riot or fire 
Summer service programs e.g. Youth Volunteer Corps (unpaid) 
Youth in Community Advisory Groups e.g. Youth United Way; Youth Community 
Foundation Board 
Community Service Club organized by 
community-based organizaton in 
cooperation with schools 
e.g. Youth Engaged in Service (Points of 
Lights program); Youth United Way 
EXAMPLES OF SCHOOL-BASED SERVICE-LEARNING 
FORMS EXAMPLES 
Community service class e.g. elective where students earn credit in a 
class called Community Service, as 
distinguished from other academic courses 
e.g. required course, such as the Atlanta 
Public Schools requirement of 75 hours of 
service, where students write a report on their 
service experience 
Academic class 
(either required or elective, where credit is 
earned in a discipline, such as English, Math, 
or History.) 
[Also described as integrated service.] 
e.g. elective Biology class with an optional 
assignment in stream monitoring 
e.g. required Government course with a 
service project involving applications of 
governmental issues/topics included 
e.g. elective Health course where students do 
a community service project with a local 
hospital as part of the course requirements 
e.g. English Literature course where students 
read novel with protagonist who is homeless; 
students do work at homeless shelter, plan 
food collection and meal preparation; write 
opinions for local paper 
Interdisciplinary courses 
(single teacher or team teaching with service 
theme) 
e.g. Science class focusing on water quality 
and Math class focusing on statistical analysis 





CATEGORIES OF CONTINUA WHICH CAN APPLY TO SERVICE LEARNING 

YOUTH CENTERED ..................................... ADULT CENTERED 

Voluntary ................................................ Required/Mandatory 

CO-CURRICULAR ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. CURRICULAR 

Individual instruction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Multiple faculty 

SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES ........................... LONG-TERM OUTCOMES 

Not graded/evaluated .......................................... GradedlEvaluated 

INTANGIBLE OUTCOMES ............................. TANGIBLE OUTCOMES 

Student led ....................................................... Faculty led 

TEACHER LED ............................................... AGENCY LED 

No Academic credit ............................................ Academic Credit 

PROCESS ORIENTATION ........................... PRODUCT ORIENTATION 

Peers ............................................................ Cross-age 

SINGLE SUBJECT AREA ............................... INTERDISCIPLINARY 

Individual student ................................................. All students 

VOCATIONAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ACADEMIC 

Private .............................................................. Public 

RELIGIOUS-BASED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. SECULAR 

Short-term .............................................. Long term (sustained) 

NO FORMAL REFLECTION ............................. FORMAL REFLECTION 

Informal learning ............................................... Formal learning 

NO EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS ..................... EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS 

Internal Incentives ........................................... Extrinsic Incentives 

INDIVIDUAL ... GROUP ... COMMUNITY ... NATIONAL ... MULTI-NATIONAL ... WORLD 


